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At present, rutting and cracking have become serious issues in asphalt pavement, especially in the areas of summer heat and winter
cold. Nanomodifier has been widely used in recent years due to its unique properties in improving the characteristics of asphalt
binders. To make better use of nanomodifier to solve the problem of rutting and cracking of pavement, a compressive review on
the high- and low-temperature performance of nanomodified asphalt is performed. .e results indicate that for high- and
low-temperature performance of asphalt binder, the effectiveness of nanomodification is found to be strictly influenced by the
combination of original asphalt type, nanomodifier type, nanomodifier dosage, nanoparticle size, and preparation of
nanomodified asphalt, and the high-temperature antirutting performance and low-temperature crack resistance of final blends are
various with the combination. Chemical composition, microstructure, dispersion, and compatibility of final blends were the
possible reason causing the difference. .e rational selection of the combination can improve the high-temperature rutting
resistance and the low-temperature cracking resistance of asphalt binder. So far, there is a lack of systematic investigation in this
regard. .erefore, it is very necessary to study systematically the original asphalt, nanomodifier, nanomodifier dosage,
nanoparticle size, and preparation of nanomodified asphalt effect on the high and low performance of nanomodified asphalt,
especially in the modification mechanism in the future.

1. Introduction

With the constant increase of heavy axle loads, heavy traffic
flow, and the traffic channelization of modern highway
traffic, rutting and cracking have been regarded as serious
issues confronting asphalt pavement, especially in the areas
of summer heat and winter cold [1, 2]. .erefore, it is
necessary to research a new type of modified asphalt with
excellent thermal stability and low-temperature cracking
performance. Some published researches have proved that
nanomodifier can play a significant role in enhancing the
performance of asphalt binder and that it has shown the
potential to solve the serious issues confronting asphalt
pavement [3, 4]. Nanomodified asphalt has become the
research hotspots in recent years [5–7]. Many studies on the
high- and low-temperature performance of nanomodified
asphalt have been performed. Liu et al. [8] investigated the

effect on microstructure and properties of the organic
montmorillonite (OMMT) and OMMT/ethylene vinyl ac-
etate (EVA)/asphalt composites and found that the OMMT/
EVA/asphalt composites were of good rutting resistance,
superior anticracking, and high elasticity properties. .e
research of the characterization of viscoelastic behaviors of
bitumen and bituminous mixture modified by nano-TiO2/
CaCO3 was performed by Wu et al. [9]..e results showed
that the incorporation of nano-TiO2/CaCO3 in bituminous
mixture could significantly enhance the high-temperature
antirutting and slightly improve the low-temperature anti-
cracking as well. Amini et al. [10] analyzed the rutting
performance, fatigue response, and rheological properties of
nanoclay-modified asphalt rubber binder. .ey claimed that
the addition of nanoclay led to an improving temperature
susceptibility, rheological and physical properties of asphalt
rubber binder, and that the nanoclay-modified asphalt
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rubber binder had high rutting resistance. Yusoff et al.
[11, 12] found that the permanent deformation of the
conventional asphaltic mixture with nano-SiO2 addition
decreased. Shu et al. [13] studied the low-temperature
performance of Carbon Nanotube- (CNT-) modified asphalt
using the Bending Beam Remoter (BBR) test and found that
the creep stiffness change rate m of CNT-modified asphalt
increased. In contrast, its creep stiffness decreased with the
increase of the CNTcontent. Ghanoon et al. [14] investigated
the effect of nanosilica modification on rutting resistance of
asphalt binder and found that addition of nano-SiO2 sig-
nificantly improved bitumen resistance to rutting, and this
improvement had a rising trend with the increase in per-
centage up to 6%. .e effects of nano/styrene-butadiene
rubber (SBR) polymer on rutting performance of binder and
asphalt mixture were studied by Mahmoud et al. [15]. .e
results indicated that nanoclay had considerably positive
impact on rutting and elastic deformation of neat and SBR-
modified asphalt binder and mixture. Arabani and Far-
amarzi [16] investigated mechanical properties of CNT-
modified asphalt mixtures and found that the permanent
deformations of CNT-modified asphalt mixtures reduced.
.e high-temperature performance of nano-ZnO was in-
vestigated by Arabani et al. [17] through laboratory ex-
periments and found that the addition of nano-ZnO could
decrease the permanent deformation of asphalt binder.
Wang et al. [18] reported that the incorporation of hy-
drophobic nanosilica could enhance the viscoelasticity and
high-temperature stability of asphalt mixture. Bhat and Mir
[19] found that the addition of nano-Al2O3 had a positive
effect on the rutting and fatigue performance of styrene-
butadiene-styrene- (SBS-) modified asphalt binders. Ameli
et al. [20] evaluated the effect of nano-TiO2 on the per-
formance behavior of bitumen and stone matrix asphalt
specimens and claimed that the utilization of nano-TiO2
caused the binder strain to decrease and led the rutting
behavior of bitumen to increase. Simultaneously, rutting
resistance increased by the addition of more percentages of
nano-TiO2. Anwar et al. [21] found that addition of mul-
tiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) by 1.5 (%w/w) of
asphalt binder reduced penetration grade by 14.4% with an
increase of 10.2% and 40% in softening point and ductility,
respectively.

Although a great deal of researches on high- and
low-temperature performance of nanomodified asphalt have
been conducted, they mainly focused on high- and
low-temperature performance of certain nanomodifier on
certain asphalt binders. .ere is a lack of systematic in-
vestigations on the high- and low-temperature performance
of nanomodified asphalt. In fact, the high and low tem-
perature of nanomodified asphalt strongly depends upon the
type of asphalt binder and nanomodifier, nanomodifier
content, nanoparticle size, and preparation of nanomodified
asphalt [22]. .erefore, to make better use of nanomodifier
to control rutting and cracking of asphalt pavement, it is
necessary to systematically investigate the high- and
low-temperature performance of asphalt binder modified
with nanomaterial based on the previous researches.

2. High- and Low-Temperature Performance of
Nanomodified Asphalt for Different
Original Asphalt

Li [23] studied the high- and low-temperature performance
of nano-ZnO-modified asphalt for three kinds of original
asphalt, and the results indicated that for Caltex AH-70
asphalt, Zhonghai AH-70 asphalt, and Zhonghai AH-90
asphalt, addition of nano-ZnO by 7(%w/w) of bituminous
binder, respectively, increased softening point by 3.1%,
4.4%, and 3.5% with an increase of 114.8%, 102.0%, and
69.5% in ductility, respectively. Sun et al. [24] investigated
the high- and low-temperature performance of nano-I
modified asphalt for AH-70 and 5% SBS-modified asphalt.
.e results showed that for AH-70 original asphalt,
addition of nano-I by 5 (%w/w) of bituminous binder
increased softening point by 20.9% with a reduction of
56.9% in ductility, respectively. For 5% SBS-modified as-
phalt, addition of nano-I by 5 (%w/w) of bituminous binder
increased softening point by 5.7% with an increase of 5.2%
in ductility, respectively. Moreover, at 64°C, compared with
the original asphalt, the rutting factor of AH-70 asphalt
modified with nano-I and SBS asphalt modified with nano-
I was increased by 194.0% and 23.9%, respectively. At
−12°C, compared with AH-70 original asphalt, the creep
stiffness of its nano-I-modified asphalt was decreased by
30.4%, while in comparison with 5% SBS-modified asphalt,
the creep stiffness of its nano-I-modified asphalt was in-
creased by 20%. .e high- and low-temperature perfor-
mance of nano-ZnO-modified asphalt for three kinds of
original asphalt was investigated by Zhang et al. [25]. .e
results indicated that for matrix asphalt, 3% SBS-modified
asphalt and 4% SBS-modified asphalt, the increase am-
plitudes of the rutting factors of nano-ZnO modified as-
phalt were the greatest at 64°C, which were 58.3%, 35.5%,
and 8.5%, respectively, while at −12°C, the increase am-
plitudes of the creep stiffness of their nano-ZnO-modified
asphalt were 4.8%, 3.9%, and 3.0%, respectively. Ye and
Chen [26] reported the physical properties of based on
Karamay AH-70 original asphalt and SBS-modified asphalt
containing various amounts of nano-SiO2. .e results
showed that for Karamay AH-70 asphalt and 3% SBS-
modified asphalt, addition of nano-SiO2 by 0.5 (%w/w) of
bituminous binder, respectively, increased softening point
by 8.9%,4.1% with a reduction of 30.2%, 49.3% in ductility,
respectively. .eir findings were shown in Figures 1–4.
Furthermore, Xiao and Amirkhanian [27] studied the high-
temperature properties of five kinds of original asphalt
modified with carbon nanoparticles and demonstrated that
the original asphalt played a key role in determining the
high-temperature rheological properties of nanomodified
asphalt. Zhang et al. [28] researched the high- and
low-temperature performance of multidimensional nano-
materials (2% ZnO and 1% vermiculite) modified asphalt of
the South Korea AH-70 (SK-70) asphalt, Alfa-70 asphalt,
SBS-modified asphalt, and SBR-modified asphalt, and the
results indicated that for SK-70 asphalt, Alfa-70 asphalt,
SBS-modified asphalt, and SBR-modified asphalt, in
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comparison with original asphalt, the creep stiffness of
their nanomodified asphalt was increased by 34.4%
,21.3%,15.9%, and 16.3%, respectively, and the higher the
rutting factor of original asphalt was, the higher the rutting
factor of its nanomodified asphalt was.

In fact, the softening point can affect the stiffness of
bituminous binder. .e bigger the softening point of asphalt
is, the stronger its high temperature rutting resistance is [15].
Ductility can affect the flexibility of asphalt, and it can
evaluate the tensile deformation ability of the bituminous
binder. .e ductility of asphalt is smaller, and its crack
resistance is better [29]. .e rutting factor and the creep
stiffness can evaluate the high-temperature rutting resistance
and the low-temperature cracking resistance of asphalt
binder, respectively. A larger value of rutting factor

corresponds to a better high-temperature rutting resistance
of bituminous binder [27], and a smaller creep stiffness value
is expected to lead to smaller tensile stresses in the bitu-
minous binder and less chance for low-temperature cracking
[30]. As shown in Figure 1 through Figure 4, the high- and
low-temperature properties of nanomodified asphalt were
obviously affected by its original asphalt type. .e high-
temperature properties of different original asphalt modified
with the same nanomodifier can all be improved. .e better
the high-temperature property of original asphalt is, the
stronger the high-temperature rutting resistance of its
nanomodified asphalt becomes. Meanwhile, the low-tem-
perature properties of different original asphalt modified
with the same nanomodifier may be increased or decreased.
Simultaneously, the better the low-temperature property of
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Figure 1: Softening point of different asphalt.
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Figure 2: Ductility of different asphalt at 5°C.
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Figure 3: Rutting factor of different asphalt.
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original asphalt is, the stronger the low-temperature crack
resistance of its nanomodified asphalt becomes. Different
chemical composition of the original asphalt was the pos-
sible reason causing the difference, and its physicochemical
nature seems to play a role of primary importance in the
definition of the high- and low-temperature properties of
final blends. Hence, the rational selection of original asphalt
can improve the high rutting resistance and low-
temperature cracking resistance of nanomodified asphalt.
Also, it is feasible to select the original asphalt according to
its high- and low-temperature property. So far, limited
investigation on the high and low performance of nano-
modified asphalt for different original asphalt has been
reported. .erefore, to make better use of nanomodifier to
control rutting and cracking of asphalt pavement, it is very
necessary to study systematically the original asphalt effect
on the high and low performance of nanomodified asphalt,
especially in the modification mechanism in this regard.

3. High- and Low-Temperature Performance of
Asphalt Modified with
Different Nanomodifier

Ye and Chen [26] analyzed the high- and low-temperature
performance of nano-TiO2-modified asphalt and nano-
SiO2-modified asphalt and found that for Karamay AH-70
asphalt and 5% nano-SiO2 dosage, with the addition of
nano-TiO2, the ductility at 5°C showed a 9.4% increase,
and with the addition of nano-SiO2, the ductility showed a
6.9% decrease. .e addition of nano-SiO2 had a positive
effect on the low-temperature performance of bituminous
binder, while the addition of nano-TiO2 had a better effect
on the high-temperature performance of bituminous
binder than that of nano-SiO2. Zhang et al. [31] declared
that, at the same concentrations of 5%, the addition of five
kinds of nanomodifier could enhance the softening point
of SK-70 original asphalt, and the order of improvement
effect of nanomodifier on softening point was nano-
Fe3O4 < nano-montmorillonite (nano-MMT) < nano-
CaCO3 < nano-ZnO < nano-TiO2. .e softening point of
nano-TiO2-modified asphalt increased by 23.9% than that
of SK-70 original asphalt. Moreover, addition of nano-
ZnO and nano-TiO2 increased the ductility at 5°C of SK-70
original asphalt by 14.7% and 4.4%, respectively. However,
the addition of nano-CaCO3, nano-Fe3O4, and nano-
MMT decreased the ductility of SK-70 original asphalt by
9.6%, 9.6%, and 26.5%, respectively, and they had negative
effects on the ductility of SK-70 bituminous binder.
Moreover, they claimed that the physical and chemical
reactions in nanoparticles/polymer modified asphalt
might significantly alter the structure of base asphalt and
result in excellent mechanics and mechanical properties of
modified asphalt. Tsantilis et al. [32] investigated the low-
temperature performance of nanomodified asphalt and
claimed that the effectiveness of nanomodification was
found to be strictly influenced by the additive type. For
example, at −12°C, for a 70/100 penetration grade bitu-
men, labelled B1, and carbon nanotubes (CNT) and two

kinds of nanoclay (NCA and NCB), addition of nano-
CNT, nano-NCA, and nano-NCB decreased the creep
stiffness of original asphalt B1 by 6.3%, 15.2%, and 2.2%,
respectively. Shahabadi et al. [33] studied the high- and
low-temperature performance of nanomodified asphalt,
using the 60/70 penetration grade bituminous supplied by
Pasargad Oil Co., Tehran, Iran (Pasargadae AH-70 as-
phalt) and the modifier of organically modified bentonite
(OBT) and bentonite clay (BT) and found that the
nano-OBT-modified asphalt had better high- and low-
temperature properties than those of nano-BT-modified
asphalt. Yao et al. [34] evaluated the low-temperature
properties of the nonmodified nanoclay- (NMN-) modi-
fied asphalt and the modified polymer modified nanoclay-
(PMN-) modified asphalt by BBR test, and the results
showed that the creep stiffness values of PMN-modified
asphalt were bigger than those of NMN-modified asphalt
under the same conditions. Zhang et al. [35] claimed that
the nanoparticles of nano-ZnO, nano-TiO2, and
nano-SiO2 had different influence on the softening point
of original asphalt, and the relationship of the softening
points of their modified asphalt was nano-SiO2 < nano-
TiO2 < nano-ZnO. In comparison with nano-SiO2 and
nano-TiO2, the softening point increment of nano-ZnO-
modified asphalt was maximum, which was 2.1°C.
Moreover, the surface modified inorganic nanoparticles
could enhance the ductility of bitumen, and the rela-
tionship of the ductility of their modified asphalt was
nano-TiO2 < nano-SiO2< nano-ZnO. Jahromi and Kho-
daii [36] researched the high- and low-temperature
properties of a 60/70 penetration grade bitumen (AC-10),
respectively, modified by Nanofil-15 and nanocloisite-
15A. .e results indicated that for AC-10 original asphalt,
addition of Nanofil-15 by 7(%w/w) of bituminous binder,
respectively, increased softening point by 3.1% and 13.1%
with a decrease of 20.0% and 25.8% in ductility, respec-
tively. Wang [37] reported that at the same dosage of 3%,
the softening point of nano organophilic montmorillon-
ite- (nano-OMMT-) modified asphalt and nano sodium
montmorillonite- (nano-Na-MMT-) modified asphalt was
increased by 7.4°C and 9.5°C, respectively, than that of
SBS-modified asphalt, and under the same conditions, the
rutting factor of nano-OMMT SBS-modified bitumen was
bigger than that of nano-Na-MMT SBS-modified bitu-
men. Furthermore, the ductility of nano-OMMT- modi-
fied asphalt and nano-Na-MMT-modified asphalt was
smaller than that of SBS-modified bitumen, and when the
dosage of nanomodifier is less than 1.5, the ductility of
nano-OMMT is bigger than that of nano-Na-MMT. Saltan
et al. [38] found that for the original asphalt of PG 64-22
performance grade, addition of carbon nanotubes doped
with 50% Nano-SiO2 (SiO2-doped CNT) and multiwalled
carbon nanotube (MWCNT) by 5 (%w/w) of bituminous
binder, respectively, increased softening point by 7.31%
and 0.8% with an increase of 12.2% and 4.2% in rutting
performance, respectively, and their creep stiffness of
−12°C was increased by 12.2% and 4.22%, respectively.
.erefore, the high temperature of nano-SiO2-doped
CNT-modified asphalt is better than that of MWCNT-
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modified asphalt, while its low temperature is worse than
that of MWCNT-modified asphalt. You et al. [39] declared
that nanoclay A modified asphalt had better low-
temperature cracking resistance and high-temperature
rutting resistance than nanoclay B modified asphalt based
upon the direct tension and dynamic shear modulus test.
Yu et al. [40] claimed that for Taizhou AH-70 (TZ-70)
original asphalt, the high-temperature rutting resistance
of nano-OMMT-modified asphalt was better than that of
nano-MMT-modified asphalt. Guo and Liu [41]
investigated the high and low properties of the original
asphalt of organic expanded vermiculite (OEVMT)
modified by nano-SiO2, nano-TiO2, and nano-ZnO and
found that high-temperature rutting resistance of
nanomodified asphalt was better than that of the original
asphalt, and its order was nano-ZnO > nano-SiO2 > nano-
TiO2, while the low-temperature cracking resistance of
nanomodified asphalt was worse than that of the original
asphalt, and its order was nano-ZnO > nano-SiO2 > nano-
TiO2. .e high-temperature performance of nano-ZnO
modified asphalt was the best, while its low-temperature
performance was the worst. Typical findings of high- and
low-temperature properties of asphalt modified with
different nanomodifier are shown in Figures 5–8.

As shown in Figure 5 through Figure 8, nanomodifier
type significantly affects the high- and low-temperature
performance of its modified asphalt, and for the same
original asphalt, the addition of nanomodifier can increase
the high-temperature properties of its nanomodified asphalt,
and the rutting resistance increment depends on the type of
nanomodifier, while the addition of nanomodifier may have
a negative effect on the low-temperature performance.
Moreover, the increase or decrease of the low-temperature
cracking resistance of its nanomodified asphalt depends on
the type of nanomodifier too. Different chemical compo-
sition of nanomodifier and themicrostructure of final blends
are the possible reason causing the difference. Hence, the
rational selection of nanomodifier can improve the high-
and low-temperature cracking resistance of nanomodified
asphalt. So far, limited investigation on the high and low
performance of nanomodified asphalt for different nano-
modifier has been reported. .erefore, to make better use of
nanomodifier to control rutting and cracking of asphalt
pavement, it is very necessary to study systematically the
nanomodifier effect on the high and low performance of
nanomodified asphalt, especially in modification mecha-
nism in this regard.

4. High- and Low-Temperature Performance of
Nanomodified Asphalt with
Different Content

Iskender [42] reported that for nanoclay modified as-
phalt mixtures, estimating reliable nanoclay content was
very important in view of rutting evaluation, and nearly
50% lower permanent deformation could be calculated
with selected nanoclay concentrations. Golestani et al.
[43] found that for the Linear SBS-Nanocomposite-

(LSN-) modified asphalts and Branch SBS-Nano-
composite- (BSN-) modified asphalts, at SBS/
OMMT �100/25 ratio, the complex shear modulus
curves had the maximum increment, and phase angle
curves indicated minimum values. Hence, the ratio could
indicate the maximum resistance in rutting values and
also could be selected as an optimum ratio. Abdullah
et al. and other researchers [44–48] reported that, for
nanomodified asphalt, as the nanomodifier content
increased, the high-temperature rutting resistance
increased. Meanwhile, the low-temperature cracking
resistance decreases depending on nanomodifier con-
tent. Han et al. [49] found that the softening point of
nano-OMMT SBS modified asphalt increased with the
increase of nano-OMMT content. When the
nano-OMMTdosage was bigger than 3%, its increase rate
slowed down. With the increase of nano-OMMTcontent,
the ductility at 5°C tended to increase at first and then
tended to decrease. Moreover, the binder with 3%
nano-OMMT exhibited the highest ductility. Based on
the high- and low-temperature performance, its optimal
dosage was 3%. For nano-ZnO AH-70-modified asphalt,
Zhang [50] obtained a similar conclusion. Ashish and
Singh [51] declared that nano-CNT content up to 1.5%
might be helpful against resisting the rutting failure.
However, the addition of a higher dosage of nano-CNT
(2.25% and above) might not be advisable as per
Superpave rutting parameter criteria due to its poor
dispersion at higher nano-CNTcontent. Ashish et al. [52]
claimed that for 6% organomodified nanoclay (CL-30B)
binder, compared to 2% and 4% modification levels, an
obvious increase in rutting factor was seen, and
transformation of CL-30B structure from intercalated to
exfoliated was the possible reason causing the difference.
Liu [53] investigated the nano-OMMT content effect on
the high and low temperature of 3% SBS nano-OMMT-
modified asphalt and found that as nano-OMMTcontent
increased, its rutting factor obviously increased with the
decrease of creep stiffness, respectively. .erefore, nano-
OMMT content increase could effectively improve high-
and low-temperature performance of 3% SBS nano-
OMMT-modified asphalt. Fu [54] studied the high and
low temperature of nano-OMMT modified AH-90 as-
phalt. It was found that when nano-OMMT content
increased from 0% to 3%, there was an increase in
high-temperature properties. Moreover, there was an
increase in low-temperature properties, when nano-
OMMT content increased from 0% to 5%. Furthermore,
in comparison with the base asphalt after aging, the
low-temperature crack performance of
nano-OMMT-modified asphalt after aging was better
with nano-OMMTcontent increasing. Shafabakhsh et al.
[55] revealed that adding of nano-TiO2 (1%, 3%, 5%, and
7% of the weight of the original asphalt) significantly
increased the softening point of asphalt binder with the
increase of the ductility of nano-TiO2-modified asphalt
compared to original bitumen. As a result, as modifier of
bitumen, the optimal content of nano-TiO2 was 5%. Zhu
et al. [56] observed that SBR-modified asphalt modified
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by multidimensional nanomaterials (1% OEVMT + 1% or
2% or 3% nano-ZnO), 2% nano-ZnO, and 2% OEVMT
presented the higher rutting factor value than
unmodified SBR-modified asphalt. Shu et al. [13] de-
tected that multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs)
had a positive effect on the high- and low-temperature
performance of the SBS-modified asphalt, and its opti-
mum content was 1%. Amin et al. [57] carried out
laboratory evaluation aiming at investigating the effect
on the rheological properties of asphalt with multiwalled
carbon nanotubes and found that when the pristine
multiwalled carbon nanotubes (P-MWCNTs) content
was up to 3% by the weight, with the increase of
P-MWCNTs, the rutting resistance increased, and the
low-temperature cracking resistance decreased. Sun [58]
claimed that nano-SiC content evidently affected the
high- and low-temperature performance of its modified
asphalt, and its optimal content was 6%, based on the
high- and low-temperature properties. Similarly, Du [59]
studied the effect of nano-OEVMT content on its
modified asphalt and found that nano-OEVMT content
obviously affected the high- and low-temperature
performance of its modified asphalt, and its optimal
content was 4%. Chen et al. [60] found that the addition
of nano-ZnO varied as 1%, 4%, and 7% by the weight of

original binder could effectively improve the high- and
low-temperature performance of its modified asphalt,
and its optimal content was 4%. Cao et al. [61, 62]
reported that the high-temperature rutting resistance of
nano-SiO2-modified could be improved with the increase
of nano-SiO2 content and that a small amount of
nano-SiO2 was helpful to improve the low-temperature
cracking resistance; however, over seven percent of
nano-SiO2 would damage its low-temperature cracking
resistance. .erefore, the recommended dosage of
nano-SiO2 is not more than 7%. Typical findings are
given in Figures 9–12 in this regard.

As shown in Figure 9 through Figure 12, the effectiveness
of nanomodification is strictly influenced by the additive
dosage, and nanomodifier dosage plays a role of significant
importance in the definition of the high- and low-temper-
ature performance of final blends As nanomodifier content
increases, the high-temperature property of its modified
asphalt can be improved, while its low-temperature property
may be decreased at first. .e different microstructure and
composition of the asphalt binder is the possible reason
causing the difference. .erefore, the rational selection of
nanomodifier dosage is very important for the high and low
temperature properties of nanomodified asphalt. To make
better use of nanomodifier to control rutting and cracking of
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Figure 5: Softening point of nanomodified asphalt.
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asphalt pavement, it is very necessary to study systematically
the nanomodifier content effect on the high and low per-
formance of nanomodified asphalt, especially in the mod-
ification mechanism in this regard.

5. High- and Low-Temperature Performance of
Nanomodified Asphalt with Different
Nanoparticle Size

Sun [58] found that nano-SiC particle size had a significant
impact on high- and low-temperature properties, and its
optimum particle size was 100 μm, based on its high- and
low-temperature performance. Zhang et al. [25] reported
that nano-ZnO particle size played an important role in
determining its high- and low-temperature properties, and
based on high- and low-temperature performance, its op-
timum particle size was 80 μm. Similarly, the same results
were obtained by Li et al. [63]. Typical findings are given in
Figures 13–16 in this regard (nanoparticle of 0 μm diameter
is equal to without nanoparticles in Figures 14 and 16).

As shown in Figures 13 through 16, the effectiveness of
nanomodification is strictly influenced by the nanoparticle
size, which has an important effect on the high- and
low-temperature performance of asphalt binder, and that the
particle size of nanomodifier cannot be too big or too small.
Moreover, it is interesting that, under the same conditions,

as the nanoparticle size increased, its high- and low-tem-
perature properties sometimes increased and sometimes
decreased. Different dispersion, compatibility, and micro-
structure of final blends are the possible reason causing the
difference. So far, there are few studies on the effect of the
nanoparticle size on the high- and low-temperature per-
formance of asphalt binder. .erefore, this aspect should be
further studied in the future.

6. High- and Low-Temperature Performance of
Nanomodified Asphalt for
Different Preparation

Preparation and properties of nanomaterials have been
studied by some researchers. Alexandr et al. [64] investigated
field emission behavior from the surface of a tip that was
prepared from polymer graphite nanocomposites subjected
to electrochemical etching. Kaspar et al. [65] found that the
introduction of carbon had an effect on the electric prop-
erties of polyvinylidene fluoride. Talu [66] studied several
aspects of topographic characterization of nanometric en-
gineering surfaces, based on the application of the fractal/
multiracial theory. Sobola et al. [67] claimed that properly
employed electrochemical etching with a bubble membrane
creates sharp and smooth graphite tips, which can be given
enough graphite content, used as probes in several
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measurement techniques. To improve the compatibility of
nanomodifier and asphalt binder, the high-speed shear
method has been widely adopted by various researchers [68].
.e mixing duration, mixing temperature, and rotational
speed are the main effect factors for nanomaterial dispersion
in asphalt binder using this approach. Typical preparation
parameters adopted by researchers are given in Table 1,
while the preparation parameter effect on the high and low
temperature of nanomodified asphalt was not studied by
them. Li [23] studied the mixing temperature and duration
effect on the high- and low-temperature properties of SBS

nano-ZnO-modified asphalt using the substrate method,
and the mixing temperature of 170°C andmixing duration of
30 minutes were used at last. Zeng [81] declared that the
optimum mixing temperature and time were 150°C and 120
minutes, respectively, based on the high- and low-temper-
ature properties of nano-Rectorite (nano-REC) and nano-
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Figure 9: Softening point and nanomodifier content.
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MMT-modified asphalt. Wang [37] investigated the mixing
temperature and duration effect on the high- and low-
temperature properties of nano-MMT/SBS-modified asphalt
and found that the optimum mixing temperature and time
were 170°C and 120 minutes, respectively. For nano-TiO2/
CaCO3-modified asphalt, Wang [82] obtained the same
results and reported that agglomeration of nanoparticles
would still occur under the rotational speed of 4000 rpm,
while its ductility at 10°C would reduce under the rotational
speed of 7000 rpm. Moreover, the rotational speed of
5000 rpm∼600 rpm should be used. Wei [83] and Sun et al.
[24] studied the dispersant and organic reagent effect on
high- and low-temperature performance of nanomodified

asphalt, respectively, and found that surface modification of
nanoparticle had a very clear impact on asphalt high- and
low-temperature performance. Xiao et al. [84] studied the
high- and low-temperature performance of nano-ZnO SBS-
modified asphalt using Zhonghai AH-70 original asphalt
and three modified asphalt preparation methods and found
that the high-temperature stability and low-temperature
anticracking performance of asphalt could be improved by
the nano-ZnO, and they were affected by modified asphalt
preparation methods. Typical findings are shown in
Figures 17–26 in this regard.

Typical findings indicate that it seems that there are no
consensus opinions for the preparation method of
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nanomodified asphalt. .e preparation parameters of
mixing duration, speed, and mixing temperature have a
significant effect on the high- and low-temperature per-
formance of nanomodified asphalt. Moreover, for the same

original asphalt, the effect of preparation parameters on the
high- and low-temperature performance of its nanomodified
asphalt is different. Meanwhile, dispersant, organic reagent
and preparation parameters have an important influence on
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Table 1: Typical preparation parameters used by various researchers.

Type of nanomaterial Mixing temperature (°C) Rotational speed (rpm) Mixing duration (minutes)
Nano-OBT [33] 160 4000 60
Nano-MMT [39] 160 2500 180
Nano-OMMT [43] 175–185 4000 45
Nano-CNT [51] 150–160 5000 60
Nano-OMNC [52] 150–160 4000 120
Nano-SiC [58] 160 5000 45
Nano-SiO2 [12] 130 4000 120
Nanosized hydrated lime [69] 130 3000 120
Nano-SiO2 [11] 160 1500 120
Nano-CaCO3 [70] 140–150 14000 4–5
Nano-OMMT [71] 150 5000 60
Nano-OMMT [72] 180 4000 30
Nano-ZnO [73] 150 4000 90
Nano-OMNC [74] 180 1200 90
Graphite nanoplatelets [75] 145 2000 120
Graphene oxide [76] 155 4000 30
Clay nanocomposite [77] 189–191 4000 120
Nano-OMNC [78] 160 2000 120
Nano-TiO2 +CaCO3 [79] 150 4000 45
Nano-ZnO [80] 140 3500 60
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Figure 18: Mixing duration effect on ductility.
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the high- and low-temperature performance of nano-
modified asphalt. .e different microstructure, dispersion,
and compatibility of asphalt binder are the possible reason

causing the difference. So far, there is a lack of systematic
investigation of the preparation effect on the high and low
performance of nanomodified asphalt. .erefore, this aspect
should be further studied in the future based on the micro-
modification mechanism.
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Figure 19: Mixing temperature effect on softening point.
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Figure 20: Mixing temperature effect on ductility.
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Figure 22: Dispersant effect on ductility.
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Figure 23: Organic reagent effect on softening point.
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7. Conclusions

Nanomaterial has a high potential for application in solving the
cracking and rutting failure of asphalt pavement due to its
unique properties in improving the performance of asphalt.
.e current researches on high- and low-temperature per-
formance of nanomodified asphalt are disjointed..is research
article is a result of a comprehensive review of literature work
aimed at understanding asphalt, nanomodifier, nanomodifier
content, nanoparticle size, and preparation effect on high- and
low-temperature performance of nanomodified asphalt, and
the flowing conclusions can be drawn upon.

(1) For different original asphalt, addition of nano-
modifier can increase its high-temperature proper-
ties of asphalt binder, and the increment varies with
original asphalt, while its low-temperature proper-
ties of may be increased or decreased. .e better the
high-temperature property of original asphalt is, the
stronger the high-temperature rutting resistance of
its nanomodified asphalt becomes. .e better the
low-temperature property of original asphalt is, the
stronger the low-temperature crack resistance of its
nanomodified asphalt becomes. Different chemical
composition of the original asphalt was the possible
reason causing the difference, and its physico-
chemical nature seems to play a role of primary
importance in the definition of the high- and

low-temperature properties of final blends. .ere-
fore, it is feasible to select the original asphalt
according to its high- and low-temperature property.

(2) For different nanomodifier, its addition can increase
the high-temperature properties of asphalt binder,
and the rutting resistance increment depends on the
type of nanomodifier, while its addition may have a
negative effect on the low-temperature performance
of asphalt binder. Moreover, the increase or decrease
of the low-temperature cracking resistance of
nanomodified asphalt depends on the type of
nanomodifier too. Different chemical composition of
nanomodifier and the microstructure of asphalt
binder at final blends are the possible reason causing
the difference. .erefore, the rational selection of
nanomodifier is very important for improving the
high- and low-temperature cracking resistance of
nanomodified asphalt.

(3) In a certain range of nanomodifier content, with the
increase of nanomodifier content, the high tem-
perature of its nanomodified asphalt can be en-
hanced, while its low temperature may be reduced.
.e different micro structure and composition of the
asphalt binder are the possible reason causing the
difference. .erefore, the rational selection of
nanomodifier content is very important.

(4) Nanoparticle size plays an important role in the
high- and low-temperature performance of asphalt
modified with nanomodifier. Based on the high- and
low-temperature performance of nanomodified as-
phalt, the particle size of nanomodifier is not too big
or too small. Preparation parameters of mixing
duration, rotational speed, mixing temperature,
dispersant, and organic reagent and preparation
method of nanomodified asphalt have a significant
effect on the high- and low-temperature perfor-
mance of nanomodified asphalt.

(5) High- and low-temperature performance of asphalt
directly affect the high-temperature antirutting
performance and low-temperature crack resistance
of asphalt pavements, and they are conflicting.
Under the same conditions, any factor such as as-
phalt, nanomodifier, nanomodifier content, nano-
particle size, and preparation is different, the high
and low temperature performance of nanomodified
asphalt may be increased or decreased. Hence, the
use of nanomodified asphalt for paving applications
should be carefully evaluated in climates.
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